[Value of the esophagogram in preoperative assessment of esophageal carcinoma].
In this study we utilized barium swallows exhaustively in each patient. After that we compare the results with the intraoperative findings. The goal is to select those criteria which contribute to the preoperative clinical staging of esophageal carcinoma. In a retrospective study we examined the esophagograms of 65 tumor patients. We evaluated the location and length of the tumor, the deformation of the esophageal axis, stenosis, dilatation, and the radiological type of the tumor. All characteristics were correlated with the pathologically determined TNM-criteria, the stage of the tumor, and the palliative or curative type of resection. We found the following significant correlations: localisation/T-criterion, radiological type/T-and M-criteria, stenosis/type of resection, deformation of the axis, stenosis and radiological type/tumor stage. In the sense of a checklist the stenosis, the deformation of the esophageal axis and the radiological type of the tumor should be carefully evaluated and included in the report. With these data, the clinical stage of the tumor can be estimated.